The Interface Module RS232/485 is designed for implementing the communication function between fire control panels and a personal computer or between fire control panels, connected into a network.

The Interface Module RS232/485 is fully compatible with the FS5100 and FS5200 UniPOS conventional panels. Applicable for PC application and Conventional Network Repeater integration.

**Technical data**

The Interface Module RS232/485 is designed for implementing the communication function between fire control panels and a personal computer or between fire control panels, connected into a network.

**Power supply** (the module is power supplied from the fire control panel via a ribbon cable):
- (5±0.25)V DC

**Nominal current:**
- 10mA

**Operational temperature range:** from -5°C to +40°C

**Relative humidity resistance:** (93±3)% at 40°C

**Dimensions:** 167mm x 50mm x 44mm